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System structure
We used a personal computer (PC) with the specifications indicated in Table 1 and created an application for image segmentation
and evaluation using the C+ + programming language. To increase
speed, we used four parallel CPU cores and GPU. For parallel
processing using CPU cores, four CPU cores were used in this
study, thus the thread number was four, and each core was assigned a thread to execute,so that all four cores would be used. The
number of cores in GPU was 2,884, and its parallel capability was
higher than the four cores in CPU. The number of floating-point
operations per second (FLOPS) was 5,345 giga FLOPS (GFLOPS),
which was faster than the 177 GFLOPS for CPU (Table 2). For the
GPU program, we used the Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) developed by NVIDIA (Santa Clara, USA) (11). In CUDA,
threads are organized into a structure consisting of three layers,
which are referred to as the thread (bottom layer), block (middle
layer), and grid (top layer) (Figure 1). Therefore, in CUDA programming, we set the number of threads within CUDA blocks as
256, and the number of blocks within grids as 1,024, so that the total
number of threads becomes 262,144, which enables 512 x 512
pixels, or a total of 262,144 pixels, to be processed at once. In
addition, we attempted to accelerate calculation using shared memory accessible at high speed with CUDA architecture.

Organ region segmentation
The RBF network is an artificial neural network composed of
three layers (8). The first layer consists of input variables (A), the
second layer is the middle layer which inputs the output from the
first layer into a radial basis function (B), and the third layer, the last
layer, is a linear combination of the middle layer output and weights
(C). The square difference between the output from the final layer
and the training signal is defined as evaluation function E (D), and
RBF network learning is performed by solving for the weight that
minimizes E. In the revised RBF network, equation (B) was set as
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Figure 1. CUDA thread organization
In CUDA, threads are organized into a structure consisting of three
layers, which are referred to as the thread (bottom layer), block (middle
layer), and grid (top layer).

equation (E), and by substituting the linear function (F) determined
from the regression coefficients a0 and a1 estimated from the least
squares method, the center c, which was the adjusting item, and
standard deviation r can automatically be estimated. With these
steps, the standard deviation r, center c, and the regularization
parameter λ, which were manually adjusted items in the RBF
network, become only the regularization parameter λ in the revised RBF network. We performed segmentation of organ regions
using this revised RBF network.
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where c is the center position, and r is the standard deviation,
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Table 1. Personal computer specification
CPU

i7−4770k

Memory

16G

OS

Windows8.1 x64

GPU

GTX 780Ti

$#!- 2%
,#$ , is the regularization
%
item, λ is the regularization parameter, and p is the number of
learning data,

where y is the training data,

CPU, central processing unit ; OS, operating system ; GPU, graphics
processing unit

Table 2. Specifications of the central processing unit (CPU) and the
graphics processing unit (GPU)
Model number/Specification

GPU

i7−4770K

GTX 780Ti

Processor core clock (MHz)

3,500

875

ALU clock (MHz)

3,900

928

Memory size (MB)

16,384

3,072

25.6

336

4

2,880

Total SP FLOPS peak performance (GFLOPS)

177

5,345

Thermal Design Power (watt)

84

250

Bandwidth core memory (GB/s)
Number of processor cores
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where a is the regression parameter, and d is the distance between
the training data and the center,
(,#$1!'$

CPU

Model number

(D)

ALU, arithmetic logic unit ; SP, streaming processor ; FLOPS, floating−
point operations per second.
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where u is the training data, and c is the center.
w that minimizes E is determined using the following equation (H)
(8).
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adjustments of learning points and the regularization parameter λ
no longer led to improvement, we evaluated the concordance rate of
all CT images.
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Evaluation
(J)

Targeted images were 250 chest CT images of a lung cancer
patient and 160 abdominal CT images in the early-contrast phase
of a liver cancer patient. Each CT image had a slice thickness of 1
mm. First, for each organ, we chose the CT image slice in which the
organ occupied the largest area, and used this slice as the training
data to perform organ region learning for the revised RBF network.
In each organ of interest, we marked learning points both inside
and outside the organ, and marked the cancerous region and blood
vessels within the organ as being outside the organ (Figures 2, 3).
We set the input parameters for the revised RBF network as the
density distribution, mean density, standard deviation, x-axis, y axis, and density range in the 5 x 5 pixels centralized around the
learning points, and set the number of learning points as the
number of middle layers. Next, we performed organ region segmentation, including normal and cancer regions, in all CT images,
and in order to improve accuracy, we performed perimeter processing to remove isolated points, and closing processing to expand
and fill in cancer regions and blood vessel regions. In order to
evaluate the segmentation results, we used the aforementioned
program, visually confirmed the concordance of overlapping
pixels, and adjusted learning points to eliminate non-concordance.
Moreover, in order to avoid overlearning, in which only the training
data match, we adjusted the regularization parameter λ. Once

We investigated the organ segmentation time and accuracy of
CPU serial processing (CPU serial), CPU four-core parallel processing (CPU parallel), and GPU processing (GPU) in using the
training data on each organ image. In CPU serial, we performed
organ segmentation by serially processing images one at a time
using a single thread (Figure 4a). In CPU parallel, four images were
processed at a time in parallel to segment organs (Figure 4b). In
GPU, images were processed one at a time serially in a single
thread, but the organ segmentation method differed from that of
CPU processing in that organ data were transferred to the GPU
side to perform organ segmentation (Figure 4c). In all three
methods, measurement codes were embedded into the program
code, and organ segmentation times were measured 10 times, and
the mean value was computed (12). Organ segmentation accuracy
was evaluated using the dice similarity coefficient (DSC), which is
computed as 2(|A & B|)/(| A| + | B|), where the correct region
manually marked using ImageJ (NIH, Maryland, USA) was designated as A, and the predicted segmentation region was designated
as B, in all CT images (13, 14). In both lung and liver, since the DSC
decreases dramatically at the upper and lower ends, we separated
the upper and lower portions with DSC ! 0.9 from the central part.
We selected the slices in which each organ occupied the largest
area, and by using these two slices along with the central slice as the
training data in the interactive method (15), we evaluated the
segmentation accuracy of organ regions and compared the results
to that in which only the central slice with the largest organ area
was used as the training data.
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Figure 2. Learning points in lung
a. We marked learning points with + (darker area) and % (lighter area)
inside the lung region. b. We marked learning points with + (darker area)
and ! (lighter area) outside the lung region.
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Figure 3. Learning points in liver
a. We marked learning points with + (darker area) and ! (lighter area)
inside the liver region. b. We marked learning points with + (darker area)
and ! (lighter area) outside the liver region.

Figure 4. Flow of CPU serial, CPU parallel, and GPU processing
a. In CPU serial, CT slices and slice pixels are processed sequentially. b.
In CPU parallel, CT slices are processed in parallel, and slice pixels are
processed sequentially. c. In GPU, CT slices are processed sequentially
by CPU, and slice pixels are processed in parallel by GPU.
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The organ regions segmented by lung CT images are shown in
Figure 5, and segmented organ regions of the liver are shown in
Figure 6. When the segmented region and correct region were
adjusted to match as much as possible by gross visualization, the
regularization parameter became 0.003 for both lung and liver. The
learning time was 0.27 seconds for lung regions and 0.25 seconds
for liver regions. Mean segmentation times for lung regions were
211.03 seconds for CPU serial, 57.80 seconds for CPU parallel, and
20.16 seconds for GPU (Table 3). Mean segmentation times for
liver regions were 124.21 seconds for CPU serial, 35.35 seconds for
CPU parallel, and 11.02 seconds for GPU. Lung segmentation
regions were the same in all three methods, at 6,514,752 pixels.

Similarly, liver segmentation regions were the same in all three
methods at 1,932,532 pixels, and the segmentation accuracy was
consistent for both organs among the three processing methods.
Therefore, evaluation of the segmentation accuracy with DSC was
performed only with GPU processing.
In terms of the DSC value of each slice, slices with low DSC
values were the upper slices #1 -23 and lower slices #197-250
(Figure 7) in the lung, and the upper slices #1-11 and lower slices #
120-160 in the liver (Figure 8). The segmentation accuracy of
organ regions in all 250 lung slices was DSC 0.80 when a single slice
was used as training data, and DSC 0.87 when three slices were
used as training data (Table 4). For central slices #24 -196, which
excluded the upper slices #1 -23 and lower slices #197 -250, the
DSC was 0.98 regardless of whether the training data consisted of

#9

#35

#5

#50

#61

#229

#75

#122

RESULTS

#240

#155

Figure 5! Segmentation image of the lung at each level

Figure 6. Segmentation image of the liver at each level
The segmented liver region (blue) is superimposed on the original
image. # indicates the slice number.

The segmented lung region (blue) is superimposed on the original
image. # indicates the slice number.

Table 3. Segmentation times for organ regions
Processing method

Lung

Liver

CPU serial (seconds)

211.03"0.95

124.21"0.32

CPU parallel (seconds)

57.80"2.33

35.35"0.24

GPU (seconds)

20.16"0.04

11.02"0.28

CPU, central processing unit ; GPU, graphics processing unit.
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slices.

DISCUSSION

Figure 7. Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) of each lung slice
The DSC of central slices #24−196 was high, with an average of 0.98.

Figure 8. Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) of each liver slice
The DSC of central slices #12−122 was high, with an average of 0.96.

one or three slices. The segmentation accuracy of organ regions in
all 160 liver slices was DSC 0.69 when one slice was used as training
data, and DSC 0.84 when three slices were used as training data
(Table 5). Similar to lung, for central slices #12-122 excluding the
upper slices #1-11 and lower slices #123-160, the DSC was 0.96
regardless of whether the training data consisted of one or three

To accelerate the revised RBF network, we used either four-core
parallel processing with CPU or GPU processing to perform organ
region segmentation of the lung and liver. We found that, for both
lung and liver, organ region segmentation time shortened to about
one -quarter in CPU parallel processing, and to about one -tenth in
GPU processing, compared to CPU serial processing. Image segmentation accuracy was the same as that in CPU serial processing
for both accelerated methods, regardless of organ, and using three
slices for the training data improved the concordance rate between
predicted region and correct region.
With regard to artificial neural network prediction, by using GPU
processing, we were able to achieve over a 10-fold increase in the
speed of the revised RBF network. Regarding learning in a convolutional neural network, which is one of the artificial neural networks, a 6.1-fold increase in speed has been achieved using 8
GPUs in a single machine (9). GPU has a larger number of cores
compared to CPU, and since it is accelerated due to its ability to
process parallel computations without branches at a high speed,
we believe that computations using GPU are very appropriate for
the revised RBF network. Moreover, while the shared memory
used in GPU programming (11) is shared in the thread within
blocks and can be accessed at a fast speed, the available capacity is
only 48 KB, and thus, the 512 x 512 pixels cannot all be stored at
once. Therefore, in the present study, we copied into the shared
memory the 5 x 5 pixel data required in computations for image
segmentation, rather than directly referencing in the global memory within GPU, which takes longer to access, thus enabling acceleration.
With regard to image segmentation, CPU serial, CPU parallel,
and GPU processing all had the same accuracy. Since the image
segmentation processing method is the same in CPU serial and
CPU parallel, these two methods have the same organ segmentation accuracy. In contrast, programming affects segmentation
accuracy in GPU processing. In the present study, CUDA was
programmed using C. In CUDA architecture, since the programming is performed using a C language that is expanded for GPU,
similar to the C language called CUDA C, the portability from the
program written in the C language is high. Therefore, as a result of
programming parameters as single precision floating point num-

Table 4. Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) in lung
Slice #

Sum of pixels of organ
region in each slice
(Percentage of total slices)

DSC
Training data
1 slice

Training data
3 slices

1−250

6,886,460 (100.0)

0.80!0.36

0.87!0.28

1−23

85,115 (1.2)

0.10!0.26

0.59!0.48

24−196

6,302,081 (91.5)

0.98!0.01

0.98!0.01

197−250

499,264 (7.3)

0.49!0.39

0.65!0.37

Table 5. Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) in liver
Slice #

Sum of pixels of organ
region in each slice
(Percentage of total slices)

DSC
Training data
1 slice

Training data
3 slices

1−160

2,058,533 (100.0)

0.69!0.43

0.84!0.26

1−11

27,207 (1.3)

0.38!0.42

0.43!0.39

12−122

1,965,693 (95.5)

0.96!0.02

0.96!0.02

123−160

65,633 (3.2)

0.00!0.00

0.61!0.32
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bers, similar to CPU, the image segmentation processing part of
the program became the same process as CPU, and the image
segmentation accuracy matched that of CPU serial. In other words,
we obtained evidence that by using CPU parallel or GPU, segmentation time could be shortened without compromising image segmentation accuracy.
The DSC used for evaluating organ segmentation accuracy is an
evaluation scale that should be measured in medical imaging
segmentation, and its value ranges from 0-1.00, where the concordance rate is higher the closer the DSC is to 1.00 (14). In the central
slices in the present study, we obtained good results, with a lung
DSC of 0.98 and liver DSC of 0.96. In contrast, since the occupying
areas became extremely small in the upper and lower parts in both
organs, when an organ region was segmented using one slice as
the training data, the accuracy was low and very inconsistent.
Therefore, in order to improve segmentation accuracy, we performed interactive segmentation based on the predicted segmentation regions of each slice. Interactive segmentation is a method that
requires some manual operation during the segmentation process,
and can use information based on rough sketches of manually
outlined organs in each slice, or manually correct missed segmentations or over segmentations of target regions (15). While the workload is greater compared to a fully automated organ segmentation
method, the segmentation accuracy is higher. In the present study,
when training data were added to slices with a very low DSC value
(lung : #23, #197 ; liver : #11, #123), segmentation accuracy increased, and variability decreased.
This study has two limitations. First, we only used one case
each of lung and liver for the analysis of training data and test data.
Compared with fully automated methods that assess training data
and test data from different patients, the interactive method used in
this study can more accurately assess training data and test data
from the same patient (15). Moreover, our methodology was based
on that of Karimi et al. (12) (in which measurements of a single
subject were obtained 10 times each, and its mean was computed),
because the purpose of this study was to examine the acceleration of
the revised RBF network. Yet, in terms of image segmentation
accuracy, analysis of CT images from multiple cases or healthy
individuals may improve the reliability of our results. Second, since
the target regions were small in the upper and lower ends of the
organs, segmentation accuracy was low in these areas. Despite
performing interactive corrections, segmentations could not be
performed when the organ region was small, in both lung and liver.
Future studies should examine processing methods that can
achieve a high accuracy even in these regions.
Since the PC clock number reached its limit in the first half of the
year 2000 (16), parallel processing using multiple cores or GPU has
already been in use for PC acceleration (9). In the present study, we
achieved acceleration of the prediction process of the revised RBF
network by GPU, and organ region segmentation was performed
without lowering the accuracy compared to CPU serial processing.
Organ segmentation accuracy, when slices with DSC ! 0.9 were
removed, was high at 98% for lung and 96% for liver, thus clinical
application is realistically possible. With further advancement of
imaging studies in clinical practice and development of even more
precise image acquisition, the number of images to process will
likely continue to increase. We believe our study results will
contribute to reducing the workload of medical staff involved in
image analysis.
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